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IMO Core Periop
Powers better care through better
operating room (OR) management

Optimizing OR reimbursements
and billings
In order to optimize operating room scheduling and
billing, a number of critical pieces must fall into place.
Healthcare organizations need to clean their procedure
lists to optimize preference card management, they must
maintain extensive surgical scheduling dictionaries,
and procedure names must be linked to the appropriate
coding systems.
Those responsible for this process face a number of difficult challenges.
Dictionary governance can be complex and legacy content is often
incomplete, disorganized or ambiguously named. Meanwhile, procedure
lists, if not constantly cleaned, can impact the proper management of
surgical preference cards. And misalignment on any of these factors
can jeopardize reimbursements and more importantly, the safety of OR
procedures.

The IMO alternative
IMO Core Periop is an OR optimization solution that does the heavy lifting of standardizing, coding, and
maintaining the procedures in your surgical dictionary by leveraging the perioperative nursing expertise
of AORN (Association of periOperative Registered Nurses) and our industry-leading clinical terminology.
IMO Core Periop allows you to customize your dictionary from our menu of over 50,000 base procedure
names, as well as refine it by exposing duplicate terms.

IMO Core Periop helps you:
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Deliver more
intentional care

Enhance
profitability

Improve operating
room management

• Supports best practice
naming conventions
developed by IMO clinical
terminologists
• Aligns your surgical care
with current perioperative
standards
• Identifies irrelevant or
out-of-date procedures as
aligned to AORN Syntegrity®

• Ensures that all procedures
are mapped to the
appropriate billing code sets
to maximize reimbursements
• Standardizes procedure
naming to reduce waste and
procedure spend
• Code mappings drive
and support downstream
reporting

• Identifies and correctly
classifies procedure names
to reduce OR downtime
• Optimizes time averaging for
efficient block utilization
• Uses plain clinical language
to ensure rooms are set up
properly
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Terminology and insights

IMO Core
Our industry-leading clinical interface terminology
Periop
(CIT) solutions form the foundation of the IMO
IMO
Data
platform. IMO Core solutions, includingClinical
IMO Core
IMO Core
Summarization
Periop, provide clinically-validated, continuously
Tool*
Procedure
updated, curated
content and intuitive workflow
applications. IMO Precision solutions leverage the
IMO
power of our Core offerings to deliver
content,
Precision
software, and services that provide more precise
analysis and reporting of data –Sets
from patient to
population.
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IMO Core
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IMO
Clinical Data
Summarization
Tool*

IMO Core
Procedure

* IMO Clinical Data Summarization Tool is not available for any use, commercial or non-commercial.
Information regarding potential future products is intended to outline our general product direction
and it should not be relied on in making a purchasing decision. IMO Clinical Data Summarization
Tool is not a formal, commercially-approved IMO product name.

IMO
Precision
Sets
* IMO Clinical Data Summarization Tool is not available for any use, commercial or non-commercial.
Information regarding potential future products is intended to outline our general product direction
and it should not be relied on in making a purchasing decision. IMO Clinical Data Summarization
Tool is not a formal, commercially-approved IMO product name.

IMO SOLUTIONS SUITE

IMO Core

IMO Core Periop

IMO Core Procedure

IMO Precision Sets

A clinical interface
terminology (CIT)
solution to better
manage diagnoses and
patient problem lists

A CIT solution that
maintains the procedures
in your surgical dictionary
to optimize your operating
room

A CIT solution that
maps procedure terms
to appropriate billing
and reference codes

Up-to-date value
sets for better
quality reporting and
understanding of
patient cohorts

Intelligent Medical Objects
At IMO, we are dedicated to powering care as you intended, through a platform that is intelligent,
intuitive, and intentional. We offer a portfolio of products that includes terminologies and value
sets that are clinically-vetted, always current, and maintenance-free. This aligns to provider
organizations’ missions, EHR platforms’ inherent power, and the evolving vision of the healthcare
industry while ensuring accurate care documentation and administrative codes. So clinicians can
get back to being clinicians, health systems can get reimbursed, and patients can more easily
engage in their own care. As intended.
To learn more about how IMO Core Periop can help your organization unlock new value from your
EHR, contact us at sales@e-imo.com or 847-272-1242.
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